
It contains in it the ability to encourage self-reliance,
initiative, independence and the exercise of a Personal in-
ward authority. And the only way " to teach this liberated
freedom of the individual is to exemplify it, in a way which
awakens in other people, by a mysterious sympathy, the cou-
rage to take hold of their own uniqueness. *"It is to enable
huaan beings to grow up and mature as human beings M to mature
manhood, measured by nothing less than the full stature of
Christ.11

In our concern for the individual and for therapeuti.c en-
vironments we are now tending to rely on the psychologist and
psychiatrist. My suspecion is that if we call thém in at ail
it should be to work with us more than the children. Hj this
Inean that w» primarily are the ones who need help, help
to sec that the aim is the process, to sec that helping and
caring are less task - orientated activities than an indication
of a way of living and being. The aim is the process. To keep
on defining the task of Child Care in terms of the Children, is
carefully to filter the worker out froS the process.

Tbis then tends to replace caring and involvement with the
catégorisation and labelling of children. The task then becones
child-miinLng, eontaining, controlling, with an overdependence
on médecines, thérapies and Systems. The Besidential Home coulé
become a place where the child is a * case

"
and the worker the

1 ail powerful Sanipulator
" , whereas it should be the hub of a

dynaaic of relationships between living people in which each one
grows to a dignity and autonomy commensurate with his end and
NOT defined in ternis of the aims of groups, institutions and
systens, be they religious, secular or pcaliti«al . It has been
said that

" the highest safeguard for the physical, mental
and spiritual health of the child is not primarily
the attention paid to the child but the unrestriced
love of the parents for each other. "
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